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Sky Blade, Sword of the Heavens
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as an indicator of the economic progress of a nation was first structured as an indicator of
wartime productivity during World War II. But since then, the concept of GDP has fallen short on many counts, in spite of
the stature

What They Did to Princess Paragon
The aging and migration megatrends and their impact on spatial – regional and local – labor market performance is the core
theme of this book, and thus together define its scope and focus. The contributions provide an overview of key aging and
migration issues in various countries together with analyses of their varied impacts on regional labor markets. Systematic
database research and related empirical analyses are used to map out the complex and dynamic nature of these trends,
while cutting-edge economic and modeling techniques are used to analyze them. In closing, the book critically reviews and
assesses selected policy measures designed to cope with the effects of aging and migration on regional labor markets.

Public Expenditure Analysis
The Diesel Engine Reference Book, Second Edition, is a comprehensive work covering the design and application of diesel
engines of all sizes. The first edition was published in 1984 and since that time the diesel engine has made significant
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advances in application areas from passenger cars and light trucks through to large marine vessels. The Diesel Engine
Reference Book systematically covers all aspects of diesel engineering, from thermodynamics theory and modelling to
condition monitoring of engines in service. It ranges through subjects of long-term use and application to engine designers,
developers and users of the most ubiquitous mechanical power source in the world. The latest edition leaves few of the
original chapters untouched. The technical changes of the past 20 years have been enormous and this is reflected in the
book. The essentials however, remain the same and the clarity of the original remains. Contributors to this well-respected
work include some of the most prominent and experienced engineers from the UK, Europe and the USA. Most types of
diesel engines from most applications are represented, from the smallest air-cooled engines, through passenger car and
trucks, to marine engines. The approach to the subject is essentially practical, and even in the most complex technological
language remains straightforward, with mathematics used only where necessary and then in a clear fashion. The approach
to the topics varies to suit the needs of different readers. Some areas are covered in both an overview and also in some
detail. Many drawings, graphs and photographs illustrate the 30 chapters and a large easy to use index provides convenient
access to any information the readers requires.

Racial Formation in the Twenty-First Century
Develop a sustainable principal mentoring program that produces effective school leaders, high retention rates, and
supportive mentoring relationships—without a lot of extra costs, paperwork, or time!

Principal Mentoring
"Half art book, half graphic novel, this tome intersperses photographs, drawings, prints, and junk by Paper Rad with two
graphic novellas (Spaceballz and Alfe) by Ben Jones. The best account of the Paper Rad magic."--Publisher's website.

The Iron Hunt
A collection of essays orginally designed in honor of the 1992 bicentennial of the publication of Mary Wllstonecraft's A
Vindication of the Rights of Woman.

Merrill Physics
The murder of the secretary of state in the executive mansion sparks a mystery with “a superb denouement . . . one
wonders if all is fiction” (Time). In a city where the weapon of choice is usually gossip, the strangling of Secretary of State
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Lansard Blaine in the Lincoln Bedroom is a gruesome first. White House counsel Ron Fairbanks is ordered to investigate.
There are persistent rumors that the secretary was an inveterate womanizer with ties to a glamorous call girl. There is also
troubling evidence of unofficial connections with international agents. For Fairbanks, who is in love with the president’s
daughter, one point is all too clear: only a few highly placed insiders had access to the Lincoln Bedroom that fateful
evening, one of whom was the president. Torn between his job, his loyalty, his love, and uncovering the truth, Fairbanks
must make gut-wrenching choices that lead to a surprise no one could have foreseen. Murder in the White House is the first
book in Margaret Truman’s Capital Crimes series of political thrillers set in and around Washington, DC. Having spent a
good part of her childhood in the White House as the daughter of US President Harry S. Truman, she now takes readers
beyond the public halls and into the private corridors of power.

BJ & Da Dogs
During the day, Maxine's tattoos are her armour and she is invincible. At night they peel from her skin to take on forms of
their own, leaving her human and vulnerable, and revealing themselves to be demons sleeping beneath her skin. But these
demons are the best friends and bodyguards a woman could have. And Maxine needs bodyguards. She is the last in a line
of women with power in their blood, trained to keep the world safe from malignant beings who would do us harm. But ten
thousand years after its creation, the prison dimension that kept the worst of these from us is failing, and all the Wardens
save Maxine are dead. She must bear the burden of her bloodline and join the last wild hunt against the enemy.

Diesel Engine Reference Book
"This collection of essays marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of the publication of Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s
Racial Formation in the United States demonstrates the importance and influence of the concept of racial formation. The
range of disciplines, discourses, ideas, and ideologies makes for fascinating reading, demonstrating the utility and
applicability of racial formation theory to diverse contexts, while at the same time presenting persuasively original
extensions and elaborations of it. This is an important book, one that sums up, analyzes, and builds on some of the most
important work in racial studies during the past three decades."—George Lipsitz, author of How Racism Takes Place “Racial
Formation in the Twenty-First Century is truly a state-of-the-field anthology, fully worthy of the classic volume it
honors—timely, committed, sophisticated, accessible, engaging. The collection will be a boon to anyone wishing to
understand the workings of race in the contemporary United States.” —Matthew Frye Jacobson, Professor of American
Studies, Yale University “This stimulating and lively collection demonstrates the wide-ranging influence and generative
power of Omi and Winant’s racial formation framework. The contributors are leading scholars in fields ranging from the
humanities and social sciences to legal and policy studies. They extend the framework into new terrain, including non-U.S.
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settings, gender and sexual relations, and the contemporary warfare state. While acknowledging the pathbreaking nature of
Omi and Winant’s intervention, the contributors do not hesitate to critique what they see as limitations and omissions. This
is a must-read for anyone striving to make sense of tensions and contradictions in racial politics in the U.S. and
transnationally.”—Evelyn Nakano Glenn, editor of Shades of Difference: Why Skin Color Matters

Distributed Creativity
Describing the growth of Wollstonecraft's mind and career, this acclaimed study scrutinises all her writings as experiments
in revolutionising writing in terms of her revolutionary feminism. ..clearly-argued and often informative' - Vivien Jones,
British Association for Romantic Studies Bulletin and Review 'Kelly's approach demystifies Wollstonecraft's life in a most
refreshing way' - Syndy McMillen Conger, Eighteenth-Century Fiction

Practical React Native
Focuses on the public sector in developing countries. Provides tools of analysis for discovering equity in tax burdens as well
as in public spending and judging government performance in its role in safeguarding the interests of the poor and
disadvantaged. Outlines a framework for a rights-based approach to citizen empowerment - in other words, creating an
institutional design with appropriate rules, restraints, and incentives to make the public sector responsive and accountable
to an average voter.

Modelling Aging and Migration Effects on Spatial Labor Markets
Interpreting Islamic Political Parties offer a critical analysis and explanation of the evolution, institutionalization and current
developments of Islamic political parties. The volume contains case studies of Islamic political parties in Algeria, Egypt,
Indonesia, Kuwait, Lebanon, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Somalia, South Africa and Sudan.

Polymer Processing
This book is fantasy fiction. its a book about Gods, angels, and demons. its a book that will tell you a story and also inspire
you to do better, and it will give you information on why the world is the way it is.

Halogen Bonding I
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Yikes! As if being the new girl isn't bad enough, Charlotte just made the biggest cafeteria blunder in the history of Abigail
Adams Junior High. There's no way that Katani, Avery, and Maeve will want anything to do with her now. Can a mysterious
landlady, a romantic evening gone wrong, and a cryptic key to nowhere help four very different girls become the best of
friends? Or will they remain worst enemies forever?

The European Labour Market
The nature and directionality of halogen bonding; the sigma hole, by Timothy Clark, Peter Politzer, Jane S. Murray Solidstate NMR study of halogen-bonded adducts, by David Bryce Infrared and Raman measurements of halogen bonding in
cryogenic solutions, by Wouter Herrebout Halogen bonding in the gas phase, by Anthony C. Legon Halogen bonding in
solution, Mate Erdelyi Unconventional motifs for halogen bonding, by Kari Rissanen Halogen bonding in supramolecular
synthesis, Christer Aakeröy Halogen bond in synthetic organic chemistry, Stefan M. Huber Anion recognition in solution via
halogen bonding, Mark S. Taylor Anion transport with halogen bonds, by Stefan Matile Halogen bonding in silico drug
design, by Pavel Hobza, Kevin Riley Biological halogen bonds: An old dog with new tricks, by P. Shing Ho Principles and
applications of halogen bonding in medicinal chemistry, by Frank M. Boeckler Halogen bond in molecular conductors and
magnets, by Marc Foumigué Halogen bonding towards design of organic phosphors, by Wei Jun Jin Halogen bond in
photoresponsive materials, by Pierangelo Metrangolo, Giuseppe Resnati, Arri Priimagi

Computer Communications
Discover how to use React Native in the real world, from scratch. This book shows you what React Native has to offer,
where it came from, and where it’s going. You'll begin with a solid foundation of practical knowledge, and then build on it
immediately by constructing three different apps. You'll learn how to use each feature of React Native by working on two
full projects and one full game. These aren’t just simple React Native Hello World examples (although you’ll naturally start
there!) but are apps that you can, if you so choose, install on your mobile devices and use for real. Throughout this book,
you'll gain real-world familiarity with React Native as well as supporting components from Expo, NativeBase, React
Navigation and the Redux and Lodash libraries. You'll also build server-side code for a mobile React Native app to talk to
using the popular Node.js and Socket.io library, providing you a holistic view of things even beyond React Native. And, you'll
see many helpful tips, tricks and gotchas to watch out for along the way! Practical React Native offers practical exercises
that will give you a solid grasp of building apps with React Native, allowing you to springboard into creating more advanced
apps on your own.Creating a game with React Native will allow you to see a whole other perspective on what React Native
can do. What You'll Learn Master the basics of React Native Create a logically structured project Review interface elements,
such as widgets, controls, and extensions Build layouts Work with Expo, an open source toolchain Who This book Is For The
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primary audience is mobile developers and anyone looking to build for multiple mobile platforms and trying to do so with a
codebase that is largely the same across all. Readers will need a decent foundation, but not necessarily be experts in,
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, but I'll assume little beyond that.

Constructivism
“ME 2.0 is an easy, thought-provoking read and recommended for anyone who may find themselves back on the job market
with only a paper resume as a calling card.”—ENTREPRENEUR “ME 2.0 is an instruction manual for developing your personal
brand and then leveraging that brand to command your career.”—THE NEW YORK POST From Dan Schawbel, Managing
Partner of Millennial Branding, LLC and the man the New York Times calls a “personal branding guru,” comes a guide
detailing how to survive the modern job hunt and thrive in the digital age. Packed with expert insights and concrete, stepby-step instructions to create and maintain one’s personal brand, ME 2.0 shows potential job-hunters how to use digital
media and social networks to find job opportunities and careers based on their passion and experience. For those on the
edge of starting their career or trying to catch up fast, ME 2.0 offers practical, straightforward advice for driven job-seekers
looking for an edge in a fast-paced work environment.

Worst Enemies/Best Friends
This comprehensive, practical guide explores how contemporary furniture is used within interior design to define a space,
create division and enclosure, and alter or redefine circulation. Initial chapters illustrate the different contexts in which
furniture is used, from the office and domestic interiors to retail and exhibition space; look at types of furniture, whether offthe-shelf or bespoke; and explore the new vogue for recycling and vintage. Later chapters examine both traditional
materials such as wood and the more unusual such as stone and glass, while also explaining new methods of manufacture such as Computer Numerical Controlled and Selected Laser Sintering. The final chapter looks at how a design is developed,
the site surveyed, prototypes made and specifications and schedules drawn up. Furniture for Interior Design is a detailed,
highly illustrated guide to specifying and placing existing manufactured furniture, but also shows the reader how to design,
detail, and commission batch-produced furniture or one-off, site-specific pieces.

Feminist Interpretations of Mary Wollstonecraft
It is entirely appropriate that this book should be produced in Dundalk. Located on the Northern rim of the Irish Pale, this
town has straddled a border for centuries. Over the past thirty years, it has come to be closely identified with violent
Republicanism both by the Unionist community in Northern Ireland and by Constitutional Nationalists in the South. Against
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such a hostile background academics attached to the Institute of Technology there have bravely confronted and
interrogated these processes which have so blighted the history not only of Dundalk but of places and spaces throughout
the world similarly located. In a wide-ranging series of articles, perhaps the strongest message to emerge is that of border
as limitation. The notion of border as a liminal space where worlds converge, new realities emerge and transcendence is
possible rarely surfaces. Instead, the border as a physical manifestation of divisiveness is repeatedly explored. In a
passionate statement of solidarity with the Palestinians, Lavalette describes the construction of the apartheid wall: “The
wall is eight feet high and has a watchtower every three hundred metres. Although there are no maps, it is thought it could
end up being close to one thousand kilometres in length by the time it is completed” (p. 18). Yndigegn shows how spatial
borders gradually become mental borders such that, as visual borders disappear, new invisible borders appear (p. 33). The
article explores the dualism of borders—simultaneously protecting those inside from external threats while also preventing
those inside from reaching or engaging with the outside world. Ni Eigeartaigh takes up the duality theme in the exploration
of individualism as a process either of liberation or one of alienation. Taking the title from an aphorism of Kafka’s “My Prison
Cell, My Fortress”, she explores a view of contemporary society as repressive, and of its inhabitants as complicit in the
repression. Drawing on a wide span of literature and disciplines, she teases through the paradox of contemporary society
that the freedom gained from the liberation of the individual from communal obligations and repression has resulted in a
loss of identity and an overwhelming sense of isolation and powerlessness. She concludes that in the “absence of a
restrictive system of social control, the individual is forced to take responsibility for his own actions….It is to avoid this
responsibility that many…choose the security of the prison cell above the hardship of the outside world.” Her paper does
not go on to look at the potential role of the State or of fundamentalist movements in playing on the fear and
disconnectedness of the citizenry as an equally likely outcome to that of a stronger capability for personal responsibility.
One could argue for instance that the Euoropean Fascist movement and the Nationalist movement of the early- to midtwentieth century were both based precisely on the dislocation at personal and social level resulting from the breakdown of
pre-industrial communitarian ties. While there is no attempt in the book to elucidate any particular developmental
relationship between the different contributors, two broad themes may be detected—a concern with borders as sociopolitical and geographical constructs on the one hand and a concern with the formation of identity in the individual’s
relationship to the wider society on the other. Some light is cast on the latter issue by de Gregorio-Godeo who posits
discourse as a core concept in identity formation. This leads to the conclusion that individual identity, in this case
individualism, is in fact socially constructed in a “dialectical interplay between the discursive and the social identities
included—so that they are mutually shaped by each other” (p.93). Using critical discourse analysis, he goes on to explore
changing notions of masculinity as evidenced in the Health sections of men’s magazines.

Business Expert's Guidebook: Small Business Tips, Technology Trends and Online Marketing
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This important new book takes a critical view on regional industry clusters, in particular their identification and formation,
and the policies which help create and support them.

Furniture for Interior Design
With essential dinosaur facts and stunning artwork, this is a fantastic introduction to the world of these ancient monsters.
Comes with approximately 12 double-sided dinosaur magnets to use to complete the scenes.

A Manual for North Carolina Jury Commissioners
"Aleksei Gan's "Constructivism" was the first theoretical treatise of post-revolutionary Russia's emergent Constructivist
movement. Published in 1922, this iconoclastic blast of revolutionary zeal was a declaration of war on traditional Bourgeois
art. By defining its three core principles: tectonics, faktura & construction, Gan recasts artist and architect as Constructors,
no longer fretting about aesthetic or speculative problems in art but focusing instead on the fusion of art with everyday life
to create a system of design where "everything will be conceived in a technical and functional way" - a fitting contribution
to the great task of building the new communist society Gan, the "Mass Constructor", was a key figure among Russia's postrevolutionary avant-garde, working across theatre, architecture, graphics and cinema. Agitator, publisher, activist and
promoter, he was a close friend of Rodchenko and Stepanova and was the foremost theoretician of Moscow's Working
Group of Constructivists"--Page [4] of cover.

The Dinosaur Magnet-Activity Book
Two are destined to be conquerors but only one can succeed! Jih-Ro was destined from birth to become a great conqueror.
But then he learns that there is another-someone born on the same day at the same time-who shares this destiny. One
must become the conqueror-the other must die! While searching for the other destined one, Jih-Ro meets Il-Geum. When he
learns that Il-Geum was born on the same day at the same time, he begins to suspect that Il-Geum is the other one. Their
meeting proves to be no mere coincidence, however, as they continue on a journey filed with danger, humor, and the
promise of new friendships.

Secrets from the Casting Couch
Every woman can accentuate her God-given beauty using the hidden treasures of the ancient Scriptures. Ginger Garrett
reveals how every woman can accent her God-given beauty using the hidden treasures of the ancient Scriptures-where
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every scent and every act of beautification had spiritual and emotional significance. A woman's longing to present herself
as physically beautiful is universal. Beauty is extolled throughout the Bible as complementing God's plan for women's lives.
There are currently no books that examine the beauty practices of biblical women, the plants and products God created to
accent their beauty, and the spiritual roots of feminine rituals. Beautiful women abound in the Bible: Queen Esther, the
bride of Solomon, Delilah, Rachel, Sarah, and more. Their beauty was a gift from God, and God also supplied the many
foods, spices, and oils that perfected each woman's appearance. In Beauty Secrets of the Bible, Ginger Garrett helps
readers accent their God-given beauty using these secrets. Women who read the book will understand the essential oils and
fragrances mentioned in Scripture (and why they are making a comeback) and will be able to create a regimen based on allnatural ancient products and techniques. Beauty Secrets of the Bible gives readers what other beauty books lack: the
knowledge that a woman's unique earthly beauty is indeed a blessing from God that can be cultivated.

Bank
How does a suburban pizza joint end up profiled on national magazine covers and network TV news? (Hint: The secret is not
in the sauce.) When Nick Sarillo decided to open a family-friendly pizza restaurant in the suburbs of Chicago, people
thought he was nuts. Having worked as a carpenter for much of his adult life, he lacked any formal experience in
restaurants or in managing a small business. Everyone told him no one else would ever care about his place the way he did.
They warned he’d have to work 20-hour-days and monitor every employee just to stay in business. But Sarillo saw things
differently, and set out to run his business in a radically different way. Today Nick’s Pizza & Pub is one of the top ten busiest
independent pizza restaurants in the country, with two locations that gross about six times the revenue of the typical pizza
restaurant. And in an industry where most employees leave within less than a year, Nick’s annual turnover rate is less than
20 percent. How did he do it? The secret lies in Nick’s purpose-driven culture, in which every employee—from the waiters to
the chefs to the managers—is equipped with the tools necessary to do their jobswhile also advancing the company’s overall
mission. The result is higher sales, a dedicated team, and a big little business that is beloved by the entire community. In A
Slice of the Pie Sarillo tells the story of how he built his extraordinary culture and shows how anyone can follow his
methods. For instance, Nick’s managers engage the staff by tracking and rewarding unusual metrics, such as how many
guests request a particular server or the average check amount of each carryout host. Likewise, team members of all ages
and levels of experience are encouraged to express themselves, acquire new skills, and suggest ideas to help the business
grow. A Slice of the Pie will help transform even the smallest, simplest, and most ordinary business into a successful, highperformance organization.

Boots Optional
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Dead Heat Ranch Novella, #0.5 New York Times bestselling author Nicole Edwards is heating things up with Boots Optional,
a sexy new menage novella which is the first book in a hot new series called Dead Heat Ranch. Grace Lambert is familiar
with hard work, long days, and handsome cowboys. She's been working for her family's dude ranch since she was old
enough to ride a horse and she's not afraid to get her hands dirty. What she is afraid of is the heat that's been generating
between her and not one, but two sexy cowboys who've set their sights on her. And each other. Grant Kingsley and Lane
Miller have both had their eyes on Gracie for years, but the feisty cowgirl has managed to keep them at bay. As far as they
are concerned, cowboys don't give up, and neither of them is ready to give up just yet. Not on her and not on the heat that
transpires between the two of them. Find out what happens when the sultry Texas nights get as hot as the fierce Texas
days.

ISA System Architecture
A Slice of the Pie
The author of Fag Hag and Closet Case is back with a novel about a cartoonist in charge of updating the image of the
forgotten superhero Princess Paragon. His solution is to change her hairdo, her clothes and her sexual orientation. But for
Jerome Kornacker the only way to save the Princess from scandal is to end the cartoonist's career.

The Economics of Regional Clusters
1995-2000 State Textbook Adoption - Rowan/Salisbury.

Feminism and the Politics of Travel After the Enlightenment
It can be stated with some justification that polymers, because of their mainly synthetic origins, are important because of
their applications, perhaps more than in the case of more familiar and conventional materials such as metals and wood,
which would exist apart from their use in human activities. The majority of polymers have been synthesized under the
impetus of requirements for new and improved properties. The preparative routes to new polymers and blends, and the
exploration of their structures and properties constitute absorbing subjects for study, but it is the final application of these
materials in real, commercial products that provides the driving force for such developments. In recent years a number of
excellent books have appeared which deal with the chemistry, structure, properties and engineering aspects of polymers.
The processing of polymers, as products of the chemical industry, into engineering and consumer goods has received much
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less attention. There are some valuable texts for individual processes, especially the extrusion and injection moulding of
thermoplastics, but others are less well served. This book provided a review of all the important processing routes for
transforming polymers into products.

Me 2.0
Rethinking Diasporas
This book brings together up-to-date findings on the regional dimensions of European labour markets. It provides a
conceptual and empirical study of the interactions between the European economy and its regions, paying particular
attention to the issue of the transition of Central and Eastern European countries to a market economy. The topics analysed
include: the structure of the shocks affecting employment (regional, industrial, national), the relationships between labour
market efficiency and the regional distribution of unemployment, wage flexibility in EU member countries or in their regions
and the role of active labour market policies in affecting the regional distribution of employment and unemployment.

Borders and Borderlands in Contemporary Culture
Central to the aim of both this book is to rethink the concept of diaspora as it is used both academically and popularly at
the beginning of the twenty-first century. It seeks to interrogate the notion of “diaspora” in an interdisciplinary way, and to
explore the contradictions inherent in contemporary notions of place and identity. It presents explorations of both
“traditional” diasporas, such as the Irish community in the United States and in Great Britain, as well as recently established
diasporas being formed through new patterns of migration and resettlement. Traditional conceptions of diaspora focused on
forced exile from the homeland and the adoption of conscious strategies of integration upon arrival in the new land. In the
past, it was assumed that migrants would rapidly assimilate into their receiving societies. Alternatively, migrant workers
were regarded by themselves and their host societies as “sojourners”: they were not expected to integrate precisely
because their alien presence was perceived to be temporary. Two poles then framed the traditional interpretation of
migration and settlement. On the one hand, migrants assimilated rapidly; on the other, migrants were temporarily in the
host-land. Yet, the realisation both that the melting pot is a myth and that migrant workers do not, in the main, go home,
has forced an increasing acceptance of ethnic diversity. This, combined with ongoing improvements in travel and
communications technologies, facilitates today’s migrants in maintaining links with their home countries. The increased
visibility of transnational ethnic communities and a resurgence in labour migration in the twenty-first century, have
stimulated academic interest in both contemporary diasporas and in recovering the hidden narratives of earlier global
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migrations. The renewed interest in the formation and narrative of diasporas is evident across a range of disciplines.
Moreover, the meaningful exploration of any aspect of the humanities and social sciences requires an inter-disciplinary
approach. Thus is the aim of this volume. Contributors approach the issue of diaspora from a variety of academic
backgrounds: sociology, politics, history, literature and the visual arts. Concomitantly, data sources are diverse, with
contributors drawing on official government publications, literary sources and personal memoirs, paintings and
photographs, popular culture and personal interviews. This diversity of data sources indicates the multifarious approaches
to the exploration diaspora. More importantly, it highlights the critical role played by unofficial, and often hidden, narratives
in representing the experiences of those who find themselves, through a variety of political, social and economic factors,
displaced. "This edited collection is a timely and precocious answer to a gap in the literature of identities and nationhood. It
is a response to the new challenges and opportunities facing diasporic communities and, what is more, sets out key
pointers for rethinking diaspora in the twenty-first century. At a time when western states are facing the need to reevaluate traditional responses to ethnic difference arising from migration in the mid-twentieth century, this book posits an
important perspective on the multiculturalism debate. Contrary to previous political and scholarly assumptions, this book
shows that the children and grandchildren of immigrants can continue to have an ambiguous relationship to the state in
which they were born in part because of the very nature of diaspora. The enduringly complex and sometimes volatile
insider/outsider relationship is explored in these chapters through analysis of various narratives, in textual, spoken and
visual forms. Analysis of such ‘hidden narratives’ reveals that the meaning and pertinence of membership of a diasporic
community is defined as much by the context of the host country as by the discourses of the homeland. Across their various
sources and case studies, the authors demonstrate the power of the juncture between dominant national discourses of the
host state and the identity of its immigrants. Each author notes how different the diasporic community in question would be
– not to mention the impact on its relationship to the host state and the homeland – if some of narratives hidden over time
were to be reclaimed. As one author puts it, flux in elements of identity-formation in postmodern society represents a
chance to ‘engage in dialogue with our own diversity’. In constructing a coherent volume from such a diverse range of
cases and disciplines, the editors successfully demonstrate the wide validity of their case for ‘rethinking diasporas’.
Nonetheless, the specific origins of this book – a conference held in a border town in Ireland – are, it may be argued,
uniquely significant. For the current process of change in Irish national identity is inseparable from central features of
diaspora-formation that the authors highlight, including economic pressures. Moreover, just as the town of Dundalk has
historically felt the effects of its proximity to Northern Ireland, so the ‘imagined borders’ of diaspora explored in this book
are shown to be all the more powerful for the fact that their delineation is contested." —Katy Hayward (Institute for BritishIrish Studies, UCD

Murder in the White House
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From smartphone apps to tablet PCs and social networks, any business can use technology to increase ROI and boost
productivity without sacrificing quality or customer service. A complete guide with hints, tips and advice for modern
executives of all experience levels, small business expert and entrepreneur Scott Steinberg reveals how to tap their power
within. From marketing and management to leadership, advertising and public relations, learn how to slash costs and
maximize productivity using today's latest high-tech innovations. Every business - and business plan - can profit from
keeping up with IT advances. Join us as we reveal how to give yours an upgrade. Includes: Best Business Apps, Gadgets,
Online Services - Social Media Secrets: Facebook, Twitter, Google+ - Advertising and PR on Any Budget - Online Marketing
and SEO - IT Security Tips - How to Start Any Business Overnight "The one book every entrepreneur should keep handy."
Gary Shapiro, CEO, Consumer Electronics Association

GDP Estimation
Blockchain technology may have first emerged with bitcoin but its significance extends far beyond the financial sector: it is
ushering in a whole new techno-economic paradigm. This book provides the first critical, in-depth examination of
blockchain’s transformative impact on the creative industries, including music, media, art and gaming. Drawing on
interviews with 10 leading start-ups and a comprehensive review of the literature, the author examines blockchain’s impact
on business models, addresses the barriers and risks, and concludes with policy recommendations that will help unlock
value in the UK’s creative economy.

Young Elites in the Angels Realm
Taking the Enlightenment and the feminist tradition to which it gave rise as its historical and philosophical coordinates,
Feminism and the Politics of Travel After the Enlightenment explores the coincidence of feminist vindications and travel in
the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the way travel's utopian dimension and feminism's utopian ideals have
intermittently fed off each other in productive ways. Travel's gender politics is analyzed in the works of J.-J. Rousseau, Mary
Wollstonecraft, Stéphanie-Félicité de Genlis, Germaine de Staël, Frances Burney, Flora Tristan, Suzanne Voilquin, Gustave
Flaubert George Sand, Robyn Davidson, and Sara Wheeler.

Interpreting Islamic Political Parties
Weaning your baby can be a tricky milestone for any parent, but with her years of experience and wealth of expertise,
Annabel Karmel is on hand to help. In her new book, Quick and Easy Weaning, Annabel aims to take the stress out of your
baby’s transition to solid food, guiding you through the weaning process step-by-step, from your baby’s very first purée to
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introducing more complex flavours and textures. Featuring 100 delicious recipes, including tasty purées such as Baked
Sweet Potato and Butternut Squash, first tastes of grown-up foods like My First Beef Bolognese, and nutritious sweet treats
like Pear, Apple and Blueberry Crumble, Annabel makes it easy for you to give your child the very best start in life. All
Annabel’s recipes are developed with busy parents in mind, to be simple and quick to prepare as well as packed full of
nutrition, to keep your baby happy and healthy.

Beauty Secrets of the Bible
A county jury commission has legal obligations to fulfill its duty to prepare a master jury list for the county. Those
obligations are set out in this edition, which also includes one section covering procedures that apply only to computeraided preparation of jury lists and another section that applies only to manual preparation.

Quick and Easy Weaning
Intro to microprocessor communications - Introduction to the bus cycle - Addressing I/0 and memory - The address decode
logic - The 80286 microprocessor - The reset logic - The power-up sequence - The 80286 system kernel : the engine Detailed view of the 80286 bus cycle - The 80386 DX and SX microprocessors - The 80386 system kernel - Detailed view of
the 80386 bus cycles - RAM memory : theory of operation - Cache memory concepts - ROM memory - ISA bus structure Types of ISA bus cycles - The interrupt subsystem - Direct memory access (DMA) - ISA bus masters - RTC and configuration
RAM - Keyboard/mouse interface - Numeric coprocessor - ISA timers.

Revolutionary Feminism
"Any actor who is serious about his or her career should read this book" Matthew Stillman, Producer: Casino Royale,
Wanted, The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian. "As a director, casting a movie can be a terrifying process. Put the wrong
actor in your project and you're sunk. How do you find the right person? if you're working with Nancy Bishop you know
you're in good, accomplished hands, whether you're a director or an actor. " Neil Burger, Director of The Illusionist Why is it
that so many good actors don't perform well at castings? Secrets from the Casting Couch gives practical advice for actors,
written from a casting director's point of view, teaching the craft of film casting in front of camera. It shows how actors can
work with today's internet technologies to get cast and features advice and actual exercises that achieve results in the
casting studio. Emmy-award nominated casting director Nancy Bishop C.SA., has developed a successful approach through
many years experience of working in the casting studio. The author also runs internationally recognised master classes
throughout Europe and the US and is the head of the Prague Film School Acting Department.
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